Flex

New

New product

Made in Germany

Knuffi® Flex: in case it is not right.
Whether in warehouses, car parks or production halls: Knuffi Flex is the right product for
securing not right-angled edges and protecting man and machine against damages. The
innovative corner protection guard is highly
flexible and adapts itself to angular sizes
between 45° and 160°. As a result it can be
attached to particularly flat as well as sharp
edges. Knuffi Flex is made of our tried and
tested polyurethane foam that absorbs even
the heaviest of impacts due to its elasticity.
That way employees, buildings and inventory
are protected reliably.
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New signal colour for maximum
attention.
Our new colour combination visibly provides
greater protection. In addition to the standard
colour yellow-black, Knuffi Flex is also available in red-neon. This new variant draws even
more attention to potential danger spots. The
guard is available in the standard length of
1 m and is equipped with a sturdy core. It is
wrapped with a PU-film to prevent colour abrasion even under severe conditions. The high
durability and versatility of the material and
the strong signal effect of its colours make
Knuffi Flex the ideal solution for an effective
corner protection.

Available colours
New

Red-neon

Yellow-black
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Knuffi® Flex: in case it is not right.
Whether in warehouses, car parks or production halls: Knuffi Flex is the right product for
securing not right-angled edges and protecting man and machine against damages. The
innovative corner protection guard is highly
flexible and adapts itself to angular sizes
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As a result it can be attached to particularly
flat as well as sharp edges. Knuffi Flex is
made of our tried and tested polyurethane
foam that absorbs even the heaviest of impacts due to its elasticity. That way employees, buildings and inventory are protected
reliably.
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New signal colour for maximum a
 ttention.
Our new colour combination visibly provides
greater protection. In addition to the standard
colour yellow-black, Knuffi Flex is also available in red-neon. This new variant draws even
more attention to potential danger spots. The
guard is available in the standard length of 1
m and is equipped with a sturdy core.

It is wrapped with a PU-film to prevent colour
abrasion even under severe conditions. The
high durability and versatility of the material and the strong signal effect of its colours
make Knuffi Flex the ideal solution for an
effective corner protection.
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